RELATIONSHIP CODES

RELATIVES

(FO  is added in front of any foster relationship)
(ST  is added in front of any step or adoptive relationship)
(X   is added in front of any ex- or former relationship)
(D   Deceased figure (added in front of any relationship code)

AU  Aunt
BR  Brother
CO  Cousin
DA  Daughter
FA  Father
FAM Nuclear family referred to as a group
GRFA  Grandfather
GRMO  Grandmother
HU  Husband
MO  Mother
NE  Neice, Nephew
OR  Other Relative not listed above
SI  Sister
SO  Son
UN  Uncle
VOR Various others, related (other kin referred to as a group)
WI  Wife

NON-RELATIVES - PERSONAL

BF  Boyfriend
GF  Girlfriend
COF Co-habitant, female
COM Co-habitant, male
FRF Friend, female
FRM Friend, male
RMF Roommate, female (code only if not friend)
RMM Roommate, male (code only if not friend)
VOU Various other(s), unrelated (can be personal or professional)

NON-RELATIVES - PROFESSIONAL

I  Interviewer
MHP Mental health professional(s)
SP  Other service system professional(s)
VOU Various other(s), unrelated (can be personal or professional)
OTHER RELATIONSHIPS

GOD        Refers to “God” or other religious figure
DEL        Delusional figure (usually friend)
PET        Pet
EGO        Oneself

DK         Don’t know relationship
REF        Refused
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